This paper presents an analysis of Euro-zone financial markets based on a joint assessment of bonds, stocks and stock-bond correlations between groups of Euro-zone countries. The quarterly component of dynamic correlations indicates the divergence of integration in Europe and highlights the heterogeneity in these markets. Panel regressions on these dynamic correlations, controlling for unobserved heterogeneity, offer new insights into the role of macro-economic determinants of financial markets between assets and regions. This combined analysis of markets provides evidence on the importance of macro-economic factors such as inflation, uncertainty, debt, current account and economic growth in European financial integration. These factors may be overlooked when analysing a single market for individual pairs of countries. As a result we find that the robust role of economic fundamentals in European financial market correlations points to the need for European economic integration based on sound macro-economic fundamentals for both current and future Euro-zone members.
Introduction
In the first decade following the introduction of the Euro, Euro-zone financial markets showed an increasing degree of integration and of economic and financial convergence. 3 This showed up both in the equity and sovereign bond markets. With respect to the latter, it appeared that differences in current accounts, balance of payments, debt ratios and growth rates were not captured by the markets. 4 However, after the revelation of the Greek financial mis-report and the beginning of the sovereign debt crisis at the end of 2009, the differences in fundamentals showed up in bond spreads as fears of southern countries' defaults mounted. One well-known piece of evidence at this point was the flight-to-quality from southern countries' bonds towards their "risk-free" northern counterparts. Instead the equity markets did not suffer such a strong flight-to-quality between countries but suffered from higher volatility. Starting from those two observations, this work studies the dynamic correlations of the bond, stock and bond-stock markets of the Euro-zone and tries to test their relations with the evolution of the macro-economic determinants before and during the recent crisis.
Understanding the time varying behaviour of the stock and bond correlations and which factors affect their development is of primary importance for investors as well as for policy makers. Asset allocations and risk management directly rely on the correlation between portfolio's assets, where negative correlations across regions and assets offer opportunities for diversification and for the hedging of risks. Moreover, a well-functioning financial market is crucial for the wider economy. Since stocks and government bonds account for a dominant share in all traded financial assets as well as in banks' balance sheets, the determinants of such comovements become of interest for regulatory and monetary authorities as well. In particular, macroeconomic determinants of stock and bond returns correlations, such as inflation, economic growth and balance of payment indicators can provide useful information for monetary policy on the status of financial markets and the expectations of investors. In addition, it is essential to understand the role of macroeconomic determinants, which include fiscal variables, in order to implement optimal policies at the national level and their coordination in the Euro-zone. Since the spreading of the financial turmoil and the sovereign debt crisis in the Euro-zone, European countries started showing divergent macro-financial behaviour, which triggered concerns about the preservation of the single currency.
While the literature has focused on the stock, bond and stock-bond market categories separately, assessing the role of macro-economic determinants at the national level (see Section 2), this work studies the three categories in the Euro-zone in a new way by analysing all the relations simultaneously. This general approach to financial markets enables us to highlight patterns between assets and countries that would otherwise remain hidden and ignored, thereby giving important insights on the European financial integration. Therefore, we will pay attention to the differences within the Euro-zone. Specifically, for the estimations we do not consider the European Monetary Union (EMU) as one economic unit but -with the benefit of hindsight-we consider our sample of Euro-zone countries as if they belonged to two groups (north and south) and proceed in two steps.
First, for each country pair and asset combination we compute the time-varying dynamic conditional correlations (DCC) using the component model of Colacito et al. (2011) . In the second step we conduct a panel study to find the macro-economic determinants of the quarterly components of six groups of pairwise correlations. Namely, by grouping together the correlation pairs at the asset-region level we study six categories of correlations: cross-asset for both regions, cross-region for both assets and cross asset-region correlations (i.e. North-bond South-stock and North-stock South-bond).
Theory predicts differentiated impacts of macro-economic fundamentals based on cash flow determinants, risk determinants and the interaction of the two. 5 We will analyse to what extent the impact of such determinants have changed since the European debt crisis. This method allows us to look at all country-asset relations simultaneously and show how macro-economic factors affected these relations differently.
We find that looking at the north countries together and south countries together helps to visualise the divergence in the Euro-zone for the cross-asset correlation and subsequently helps to explain the underlying determinants of such divergence. The disintegration of the bond market over time is clearly leading to the heterogeneous effects on the other asset markets. Additionally, our regression results show that the correlations are mostly driven by two factors: the relative uncertainty between countries and balance of payments dynamics, represented by the current account and government debt. We find that the balance of payments dynamics is not only important for the difference in the pricing of bonds between countries, but even for the stock markets. However, current account dynamics appear of secondary importance once we control for other economic fundamentals and unobserved fixed effects. Moreover, we find no evidence that the results are driven primarily by a change in investors' perceptions on the economic situation, but that the variation in economic fundamentals can explain most of the development of markets' comovements. For instance, we find that relative imbalances between the northern and southern European countries have a major impact on the correlations, not only in the sovereign bond market, but also in the stock market.
We interpret these results as a potential risk for the Euro-zone, but not as indicators of irreversible developments. The results confirm that there is heterogeneity among the Euro-zone members with respect to their economic fundamentals, which is in turn reflected in the financial markets. However, the way these determinants interact with the correlation in financial markets indicates that further economic integration and growth would work positively on financial integration although, for the moment, our results indicate that the Euro-zone is a divided union.
To our knowledge this is the first work that looks at the time-varying correlations of bond, stock and bond-stock markets jointly and at their determinants, directing attention to the different patterns for the northern and southern countries of the Euro-zone. In this way we extend the existing literature by combining the rising sovereign bond market literature with the welldocumented stock-bond factor pricing and international stock market convergence literature for the Euro-zone, and we shed new light on their interaction.
The remainder of the paper is set out as follows: Section 2 reviews the literature, Section 3 estimates the asset market correlation and documents the DCC results, Section 4 presents the panel regressions and Section 5 concludes.
Related literature
We will work with dynamic conditional correlations as a measure of market relations. Such correlations can be interpreted as a measure of interdependence and integration, but a careful discussion on that is beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, the general observation is that markets with very similar fundamentals both in terms of supply and demand dynamics will be positively correlated. Other measures of market dependence, especially when concerned about specific events, are available, such as those looking at the tail of the distribution (e.g. Hartmann et al., 2004) , the entire distribution using copulas (e.g. Patton, 2006) , or over quantiles (Cappiello et al., 2014) . The dynamic conditional correlation method offers us a convenient approach to obtain a basic measure of interdependence at the quarterly frequency that fits in a well developed literature. Future research could apply these other methods to the multi-country-asset perspective that we propose.
While there is a wide literature on assessing the international (as well as European) correlations of equity and bond markets as distinct entities, the literature on the cross-asset correlations has gained momentum only recently. 6, 7 The literature in this field moved in two directions: one investigating comovement in the cross-asset market and attesting the asymmetric nature of stock and bond market conditional variances and a second strand trying to introduce economic variables in order to determine the factors driving the bond-stock market correlation.
Strictly belonging to the first category and employing a DCC model, we have the studies of Scruggs and Glabadanidis (2003) and de Goeij and Marquering (2004) on the stock-bond correlation in the US. Both studies find a time-varying relation in conditional covariances. Scruggs and Glabadanidis (2003) find that bonds respond symmetrically to bond shocks and are "unaffected" by stock returns' shocks while stock variance responds asymmetrically to both stock and bond returns' shocks. De Goeij and Marquering (2004) highlight the asymmetric leverage effect in the conditional covariances: stock-bond covariances tend to be relatively low after bad news in the stock market and good news in the bond market. Cappiello et al. (2006) add to the previous papers both in terms of methodology -by introducing an asymmetric dynamic conditional correlation model -and sample selection as they include European, Australasian as well as North American markets using data from 1987 to 2002. Regarding the Euro-zone they found an almost perfect correlation among bond yields after the introduction of the monetary union as well as an increased correlation of the stock returns in the Euro-zone. Regarding the degree of correlation of the stock-bond market, they attest a stable and positive long-term relation before and after the introduction of the single currency. 8 Nevertheless, they found evidence of a "flight-to-quality" effect, defined as a move of capital from equities to safer assets in times of financial turmoil.
A similar flight-to-quality effect is found in a recent paper of Jammazi et al. (2015) . This paper uses a DCC-Garch Copula approach that accounts for the non-linear dependence of the stock and bond correlations in the Euro area as well as in other developed countries. Although their method is more suited to capture the non-linear tail dependence of the assets, they find no evidence of asymmetric and tail dependence for the majority of the countries. This study is the closest to ours regarding the multivariate analysis and they find similar patterns for Euro-zone countries assets during the recent crisis. However, their study is not so extended in scope as i) they only look at the stock-bond correlations and ii) they do not explain the dependence by the mean of a subsequent macroeconomic study.
With respect to the second direction of research, on the determinants of comovements, the work of Kim et al. (2006) is the closest to our approach, studying the integration across the bond and stock markets within the Euro-zone as well as Japan and the US. Their attention is focused on the introduction of EMU and its effect on the within-market financial integration as well as the interdependence between financial markets. They find that real economic integration and the absence of currency risk lead to financial integration, e.g. intra-bond and intra-stock markets integration. However, monetary policy convergence may have created uncertainty about the economic future of the European Monetary Union thereby stimulating a segmentation, e.g. a small but negative correlation between stock and bond markets. Their time horizon spans from March 1994 to September 2003. We employ data on the Euro period (2000-2012) on a selection of Euro-zone bond and stock markets. Our results confirm the segmentation of these markets until the fall of 2008. We show that by differentiating among European regions and by taking into account cross-asset relations, a different pattern of correlations in European markets appears since the start of the European debt crisis. Kim et al. (2006) also look for the determinants of stock-bond correlations within countries given macro-economic variables that are linked to open economies such as exchange rate volatility. Nevertheless, they find only marginal effects for the monetary variables. We extend their analysis by taking into account more macro-economic variables that are potentially capturing the different price factors. Secondly, we test the determinants in a panel of across countries-assets correlations as opposed to within-country correlations. Andersson et al. (2008) conduct a similar estimation for the within country stock-bond correlations regressed on national economic variables such as inflation, GDP growth and stock market uncertainty. They find that macroeconomic variables can only explain a small part of the variation in correlations. Finally, Li (2002) develops a theoretical foundation to support his 6 A good survey for works dealing with the European stock market integration but using different methodologies can be found in the literature review of Kim et al. (2005) . For a review on the sovereign bond integration see Laopodis (2008 Laopodis ( , 2010 . 7 Throughout the paper we refer to sovereign bonds simply as bonds. In no part of this paper do we consider the corporate bond market. 8 The correlation of the EMU bond returns and the American and Australasian stock returns moved from slightly positive to slightly negative with the breaking point in 1999. estimation of dynamic stock-bond correlations regressed on uncertainty and inflation factors. In one of his tests he uses a dynamic conditional correlation model on a panel of G7 countries taken as individual cross-section observations.
Concerning intra-bond market analysis two studies we relate to are Barrios et al. (2009) and Caggiano and Greco (2012) . These studies test the bond spread of each country relative to the German Bund with certain risk factors such as the market perceived risk of defaults and liquidity risk as well as macrofinancial variables. Caggiano and Greco (2012) in addition test for a change in the determinants between periods and find several financial variables to become more important during the crisis.
Finally we relate to the literature on European stock market integration. Kim et al. (2005) apply the same strategy as for their later article between bonds and stocks. Using real economic and financial variables they try to explain dynamic correlations and find that the financial variables are the best explanatory factors in their within-country setup. Bracker et al. (1999) , while using a different measure for countries influence on each other, use a similar cross-country setup as we do where all countries in the dataset are compared to each other with relative and difference variables such as relative exports and imports and the difference of inflation and real interest rates.
While the previous empirical studies attempt to find the determinants of comovements of assets limiting themselves to one of the three categories, bond-stock, bond-bond and stock-stock, we argue that it is essential to analyse all the categories of correlations in the Euro-zone simultaneously.
Our work also builds on the prediction in the theoretical literature of well-known asset pricing models as well as on new literature that attempts to incorporate the behaviour of these assets into general equilibrium models. 9 The idea is to use the most appropriate environment to assess all (general equilibrium) effects of specific policies (in particular monetary policy) and variables on the comovements of the returns. Moreover, this work builds on two-country general equilibrium models for the Euro-zone that highlight the (negative) role of imbalances within the Euro-area for the real economy and the subsequent need for coordination. 10 Unfortunately most of the models developed so far either focused on the closed economy dimension of the correlation between stocks and bonds -disregarding the impact of sovereign risk on it -or studied the role of imbalances and sovereign risk on the real economy but not on the bond-stock correlation specifically.
Estimating comovements
In this section we introduce the data and present the results of the estimation of the dynamic conditional correlations that will be used for the panel regressions in Section 4. To estimate time-varying correlations we use a variant of the DCC model, which has been widely used in the financial econometric literature (c.f. Section 2). Some studies (Caporin and McAleer, 2013; McAleer et al., 2008) have addressed limitations and shortcomings of this method comparing it to other similar estimators (e.g. the BEKK model of Engle and Kroner, 1995 , VCC model of Tse and Tsui, 2002 and GARCC of McAleer et al., 2008 . In order to study the properties of the Euro-zone equity and government bond returns we use a multivariate dynamic conditional correlation model with mixed-data sampling of Colacito et al. (2011) . This particular model uniquely allows us to extract a quarterly component of dynamic correlations from the daily observations. This quarterly component represents for us a measure of the mean and medium-term market dependence. These quarterly correlations will then be further investigated. Nonetheless, an extensive robustness check, including using realised correlations, is presented in the web-appendix.
Data
Our empirical analysis is conducted on a sample of 11 European countries, which have belonged to the Euro-zone since the beginning of the common currency area and thus have been in the same institutional-monetary framework during the entire time span of 2000-2013. 11 We will consider the countries belonging either to the norther region-Germany, France, Belgium, Finland, Austria and the Netherlands-or to the southern one-Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain. 12 9 See Campbell et al. (2013) for review. 10 See among others Roeger and in 't Veld (2013) , Brzoza-Brzezina et al. (2013) , Badarau et al. (2013) and Fagan and Gaspar (2009) . 11 Among the founding members Luxembourg is excluded and Greece, which joined the Euro-zone in 2001, is included in the sample. Luxembourg is the smallest economy among the founding members and used to be in a monetary union with Belgium before, while the availability of data is more limited. Greece is a major subject in the European debt crisis and joined the Euro relatively soon so that it has a comparable environment with the other countries in the sample. 12 We do not provide a formal test for our allocation of countries to regions. Note that the 'southern' countries were often bundled together in the popular media in the acronym PIIGS, which is perhaps more appropriate since Ireland is geographically not located in the south of Europe. The descriptive statistics of the bond markets provide a basis for the division of regions. A recent IMF study uses a similar division (Jaumotte and Sodsriwiboon, 2010) , while they group Ireland in the north for its positive current account balance. In our division, countries that belong to the 'south' have all been "net debtors" under the threat of bail out as in Chen et al. (2013) . One can find similar divisions in the literature on financial markets during the European debt crisis (e.g. Grammatikos and Vermeulen, 2012, Schmitz and von Hagen, 2011) Additionally, in Fig. 1 we can see that the DCC estimations, although volatile, ex-post justify our division of countries into the regions. The problem is not so much in bundling the north, but rather in bundling the south. The economic situations that exist in each of them are not the same and treating them as such may obscure this fact. Nevertheless, since we aim to find general patterns between regions and we will control for each country's situation the problem is mitigated.
The data used for this study are indices for stocks and bonds taken from Datastream. For equity we employed the MSCI price indices while for bonds the 10 years benchmark DS government indices. Daily data is collected on the sample period spanning from 3 January 2000 until 30 October 2013. We have then a total of 3608 observations per series.
As usually found, stock returns are more volatile than bonds, positively skewed and with a relatively high degree of kurtosis. 13 Between regions the stock returns do not indicate differences between the two regions. In contrast, bond returns indicate severe differences in the standard deviation and skewness between northern and southern bonds. Indications of such a differentiated market for European bonds were absent from previous studies (e.g. Cappiello et al., 2006) and these are a signal of a strong change in performance behaviour since the spreading of the (sovereign bond) crisis.
Dynamic conditional correlation estimation
We employ a k × k DCC-MIDAS Multivariate GARCH model of Colacito et al. (2011) , with k = 22. 14 We specify and estimate the model in two steps following the methodology described by Engle (2002) . For the univariate regression we use a GARCH-MIDAS specification of Engle et al. (2013) common to all the series. However, some series need some additional pre-processing steps in order to take care of the different volatility regimes that characterise the Euro-zone stock and bond market. 15 All procedures are aimed at ensuring that the underlying assumptions of the DCC-MIDAS model are satisfied. For the multivariate regression we estimate the k × k correlation matrix of all the possible pair-wise correlations using Quasi-Maximum Likelihood (Colacito et al., 2011; Conrad et al., 2014) . By doing so we force the parameters of the DCC-MIDAS to be common between all the pairwise correlations. 16 Finally, although the DCC-MIDAS is estimated on daily data we consider the long-run component of the correlations expressed at quarterly frequency in order to continue the study at a frequency compatible with macro-economic variables.
Dynamic conditional correlation results
We will graphically present the results divided in different categories, considering the country-asset subgroups at the aggregate level. Data are grouped at the country-asset level as follows: North-stock (Ns), North-bond (Nb), South-stock (Ss), South-bond (Sb). The main six categories we study are the within region cross-asset markets (Ns-Nb, 6 × 5 correlations, and Ss-Sb, 5 × 4 correlations), the cross-country markets (Ns-Ss, 6 × 5 correlations, and Nb-Sb, 6 × 5 correlations) and the crossregion cross-asset correlations (Ns-Sb, 6 × 5 correlations,and Nb-Ss, 6 × 5 correlations). 17 For the purpose of presentation, we aggregate the resulting 20 or 30 pairwise correlations for each category using a weighted average, where the weights are given by the stock market capitalisation for stock returns and the government gross liabilities for the bond returns. For both assets we used the reference value of the year 2002 to avoid having the weighting measures correlating with the return series. 18 For each category we plot this weighted mean and a band representing the minimum and maximum in Fig. 1 .
These dynamic correlations show an interesting picture of market movements of stock and bond returns between the two regions. There is one obvious case: the inter-bond market. In panel (1) a process towards perfect correlation of the European government bond market is visible since the launch of the Euro. This is in line with the findings of previous and longer-sample studies attesting to a drastic increase in the correlation of the Euro-bond markets since the introduction of the common currency. It shows that around the first half of the decade government bonds all over the Euro-zone were considered to be equally risky and almost perfect substitutes, although small differences in the levels of the yields remained. Previous studies are in support of the idea that the introduction of the common currency leads to increased correlation both in the bond and stock markets. 19 Since the beginning of 2008 this pattern in the bond market reversed dramatically as it became apparent that southern economies were strongly affected by the financial crisis and were at risk of default. Credit agencies downgraded and investors revalued southern bonds in line with the underlying risk. The correlation between northern and southern bonds started to decrease, becoming negative in the last two years. The drop in correlation from approximately one to zero or negative values, shows clearly the period in which the southern bond market behaviour detached from the northern one. This is in line with the 13 See for details the web-appendix A . 14 This is the dimension of the full correlation matrix composed by the 11 countries for the two assets. 15 All these procedures as well as further details on the data are presented in the web-appendix B. 16 Note that for the panel regressions we do not use all the resulting correlations, notably we exclude the asset correlations within the same country. As an alternative, we estimated pair-wise dynamic correlations, allowing for different DCC-parameters for each correlation, and use these for the panel regressions. Web-appendix D indicates that there is no qualitative difference in the regression results relative to our benchmark. 17 We do not consider the within asset-within region categories Nb-Nb, Ns-Ns, Sb-Sb and Ss-Ss. Additionally, we exclude correlations between stocks and bonds for the same country, which is why the number of correlation series for Ns-Nb and Ss-Sb is 6 × (6 − 1) and 5 × (5 − 1) respectively. 18 Stock market capitalisation was obtained from Standard & Poor's Global Stock Markets Factbook and gross government liabilities figures come from the OECD. 19 Among others Cappiello et al. (2006) consider the period between the 1950's and 2003. Kim et al. (2006) show a similar striking increase in correlation in the European bond market studying the period 1994-2003. widening of the Euro-zone sovereign bond yield spreads (Deutsche Bank, 2009; ECB, 2008 ECB, , 2009 , and consistent with the view of de Grauwe and Ji (2012) on the mis-pricing of sovereign risk within the Euro-zone.
We interpret the correlations plots as evidence for a similar reaction across assets and across regions. For this reason we look at the correlations between stock and bond returns across the two regions. Looking at panels (3) and (5) of Fig. 1 jointly we can observe the change in the within-region cross-asset correlations. Up until mid-2008 the pattern is similar in the two pictures showing a business cycle-like behaviour remaining in the negative part of the correlation distribution. This is in line with Kim et al. (2006) and their findings of a negative correlation between bond and stock within the Euro-zone.
From mid-2008 onwards there is a divergence in the pattern of the southern and northern stock-bond markets. In contrast to previous studies, once we control for geographical blocs we find evidence of an increase in correlation in the southern stockbond market. This evidence has been supported by the recent findings of Jammazi et al. (2015) . It indeed seems that markets based on geography started to react differently to common information as if there were not two categories of assets but more. While in the north the correlation remains negative, the southern countries' correlations increase ending up to be positive. The increase in correlation between southern bonds and stocks can be explained by a joint selling of these assets against a third (safe) one.
The same pattern is visible in the comparison of panels (2) and (6) where the two bond markets are compared to the other region's stock market. It seems that the divergence between the patterns is due to the change in the performance of the southern bond market as shown in panel (1). This cross-area cross-asset comparison shows how after 2008 there was a change in the conditional correlation not only in the southern area stock-bond market but also at the cross regional level. What used to be considered a safe asset (southern bond) started to co-move with the northern stock; a generally perceived more risky market. In other words the safe asset in the 'risky' area became more correlated with the risky asset in the 'safe' area. Similarly, although the bands appear to have narrowed shortly around 2008, there is not much indication that the relations changed structurally.
The inter-regional stock market in panel (4) does not show any of the dramatic changes that are observed in the other panels. The stock market was, and remains, highly correlated as given in the graph. There were some minor drops during the crisis but not significantly lower values than in other periods.
The next step is to study the drivers or determinants of these correlation dynamics.
Estimating determinants

Estimation technique
We present regression results to understand the behaviour over time of the six correlation categories. There is one major difference in the way we set up our regressions compared to the literature discussed before. Studies on bond-stock correlations often have one regression per cross-section, using SURE, or separate OLS or time-series regressions. One of the implications of such strategy is that each estimated coefficient is allowed to differ across the cross-section, which may be an appropriate assumption, and failing to recognise such heterogeneity when it is true would lead to potential biases (Baltagi, 2008) .
Our choice of fixed coefficients for the cross-section is supported by the selection of countries. Arguably each country must be treated on its own merits but the same fundamentals should apply in the broader context of the European economy. Since we control for pair-and time-fixed effects we control for most of pairwise and time varying unobserved effects that could be correlated with the regressors. Secondly, a separate estimation for each cross-section demands more from the time-dimension of the data. This would require us, like in other studies, to use much more data, and in particular data from before the monetary union which is a very different European context indeed. Using a higher frequency is not preferable, because many of the economic variables are available at no higher frequency than quarterly. For this reason we extracted a quarterly component from the DCC-MIDAS estimations described in the previous sections. This quarterly component is now matched with macroeconomic variables from the subject countries. 20 We use this two stage estimation, rather than including the macroeconomic variables within the DCC-MIDAS estimations as for instance presented in Boffelli et al. (forthcoming) and Asgharian et al. (forthcoming) , for the following reasons: firstly, our system of six categories over 30 (20) pairs is much larger, which quickly increases the difficulty of consistent estimation within the DCC-MIDAS; secondly, in our second stage estimation we can easily include fixed effects for the time and cross-section, something that would be much harder to do using a maximum-likelihood procedure due to the large number of coefficients to be estimated. Critically, our results will indicate that controlling for unobserved heterogeneity has important consequences for the analysis and inference.
Studies on the determinants of correlations of the same asset between countries often use one benchmark country. We present cross-country panel regressions where each cross-section is a pair of two countries for a given set of assets and we use all pair combinations. This setup allows us to have a fairly robust inference of what might be the fundamental economic determinants that drive the correlations over time as opposed to obtaining country specific elasticities. The dynamic correlations are themselves strongly correlated among the pairs for each category. However, the pairwise macro-economic fundamentals may be widely different. It is this heterogeneity that we exploit in order to find the main determinants of the correlation series. Therefore, the combination of the panel construction using pairwise analysis and the inclusion of time-and pair-fixed effects allows us to analyse the role of economic fundamentals very precisely and independently of outside shocks. For instance, the fixed effects will control for such shocks as news on the state of the world economy and EMU integration and policy discussions at the EU level.
The benchmark regression models may be summarised as follows, 
The dependent variable,q i,j,t,p , is the Fischer transformed correlation for each country pair, i, j, for each quarter, t, and each category, p. The original correlation series are bounded between minus one and one, but the Fisher-transformed series are unbounded. 21 The model includes a lag dependent variable to capture the dynamic transition of the lagged independent variables, x i,j,t−1,p . 22 The set of independent variables is discussed below. We use lagged versions of all the independent variables in order to ensure that the coefficients are not affected by reverse causality. 23 The consequence is that regressors might also pick up part of the expectations of the past quarter that are formed by realisations of the past data, which are subsequently used for decisions in the asset markets.
Issues may arise from the fact thatq i,j,t,p is based on an estimated regressor, q i,j,t,p . Given that q i,j,t,p is estimated as a dynamic process, the error of estimation may also be serially correlated, which then would cause additional correlation between the lagged dependent variable and the model error. We address this issue by using an appropriate instrumental variable approach (IV henceforth). We estimate Eq. (1) using x i,j,t−2,p as an external instrument in addition to x i,j,t−1,p as an internal instrument, treatingq i,j,t−1,p as endogenous. Under the same assumption that x i,j,t−1,p is exogenous in the model, x i,j,t−2,p is exogenous and potentially a good predictor forq i,j,t−1,p . 20 Our results should not be sensitive to the measure used. Therefore, we experimented with other measures of quarterly correlations, e.g. averaging daily dynamic correlations over the quarter, and using realised correlations with very similar results. 21 A panel unit-root test, taking into account cross-dependence, using methods developed in Pesaran (2004 Pesaran ( , 2007 indicates no evidence for a unit root in any of the correlation series, see web-appendix C . 22 Lagged dependent variables are subject to Nickel-bias, since the lag-dependent variable is by construction correlated with the error term. However, the bias decreases with the time span, and in our case the average time span of 50 periods would imply a very limited bias. More critically, unbiased estimators that have been developed depend on cross-section asymptotics and small time-span and hence are not particularly fit for the dataset at hand where the time span is much larger than the cross-section (Baltagi, 2008 p. 148). 23 We use quarterly correlations, whereas market participants may have daily updated information on these statistics. Information on these correlations early in the quarter may affect macro-economic variables later in the same quarter. For instance, a decrease in the correlation early within a quarter, may trigger portfolio rearrangements which in turn affects stock-market volatility and possibly government responses.
The parameter a ij,t,p represents the fixed effects included for each regression. All regressions include cross-section fixed effects, meaning a time constant dummy for each country pair. It is possible to use a different set of cross-section dummies, namely country specific fixed effect, resulting in two sets of country dummies. However, the pair-fixed effect captures more variation and principally controls for relative pair relations such as distance, historical, financial and trade links and financial integration between any two countries that a double set of country dummies does not necessarily control. In the second specification we also include a cross-section fixed set of time dummies for which we use the combination of quarter-and year-dummies.
Each equation p is separately estimated over a panel of 20 or 30 country pairs over about 50 quarters. 24 Since we only look at cross-country effects we do not include in any of the results those observations that come from the same country. 25 A constant set of independent variables, x ij,t−1,p , is used in each regression and obtained from Datastream at a quarterly frequency. For this reason the dependent variable -which was calculated at the daily frequency -is averaged over each quarter window. The independent variables are as follows,
The variables are meant to capture the current market situation and general macro-economic conditions. The difference of inflation rates between two countries, dInfl, is used often in the literature to capture the fact that bonds are more sensitive to inflation than stocks. Uncertainty is measured through the ratio of the respective stock market volatilities, rV ol. We use the realised stock variance series from the initial return series as a measure of this uncertainty. The government budgetary health is measured by its relative debt position, dDebt, the absolute difference of the countries' debt-to-GDP figures. In the same way, the current account measures a country's net external asset position, dCa, capturing the sustainability of the public and private developments. Differential in economic growth, dG, is another important factor in explaining the difference in stock and bond performance as well as correlations of bonds and stocks between countries. 26 Since all the countries in our sample are in the Euro-zone there is no nominal exchange rate risk and all countries face the same benchmark rate captured in Rate, which is the policy rate of the ECB.
The selection of the variables is partly based on general economic theory and empirical findings in the literature. With the discussion of the results, Section 4.2 will briefly review the literature for each category, recalling what was found before and what can be expected from theory. Previous studies, such as those mentioned above, occasionally let their selection of regressors be guided by theory. For instance, for models concerning bonds versus stocks, there are clear predictions on the signs of cashflow/growth variables (negative as stocks tend to benefit more from economic growth than bonds), inflation indicators and monetary policy (positive, as such factors affect the discount factor of both securities in the same way). 27 Other studies may present a search for variables that give empirical results. In general, basic macro-economic variables are expected to play a role on the correlations of the general country-asset indices at the frequency and time-span we use. Such channels, namely those related to real economics, monetary measures and risk, therefore appear with the set of variables above. However, not all variables in each regression would be expected to have necessarily a significant explanatory power. Other variables were tried as well, such as the relative government budget deficit, the unemployment rate, forecasting variables (e.g. expected inflation) and different measures of the same variables (difference instead of ratios and vice versa). The ones we present give intuitive and consistent results.
We keep the set of variables fixed between the regressions for two reasons. Firstly, the set of variables are sufficiently general that they can be expected to play a role for each correlation, especially since we are looking at relatively tight economic union at the medium-to long-term horizon. A more short-term outlook would require a much greater emphasis on liquidity and credit related indicators. Secondly, we find that variables that are not generally predicted to play a role in fact do, and the other way around. For expected results, including additional variables made little difference. For completeness, we keep the set of variables fixed for all the regressions.
The combination of the pair fixed effects and time dummies will make the (adj.-)R 2 of any regression high, but it is not immediately clear what fraction of the explained variance can be attributed to the other regressors. Therefore, a partial-R 2 is reported for each regression. This partial-R 2 is defined as the share of the explained variance that is orthogonal to the unobserved fixed effects. 28 24 Data of independent variables is missing for some of the more recent periods for some countries. Therefore the dataset is not perfectly balanced. Only the category "South stock vs. South bond" has a cross-section of 20, all the others have 30. 25 For instance, for the "North stock vs. North bond" case we exclude the within country correlation. They could be easily included but all the independent variables that are represented as ratio or difference would be without variation and hence not explain anything. 26 We use GDP growth, rather than GDP/capita growth, assuming that not only productivity growth matters for financial performance but also the size of the market, which may be affected by population movement including labour migration. 27 See further Section 4.2.3. 28 The partial-R 2 is calculated in two steps. First regress theq i,j,p,t on the unobserved fixed effects (using the same sample as the full regression). Then regress the residuals of this regression on the unobserved fixed effects and the other regressors. The R 2 of the last regression is the partial-R 2 .
Is there a structural break?
As discussed in the introduction, new awareness on the true state of Eurozone economies may have resulted in a fundamental change in the perception among investors. This may in turn explain the dramatic fall in the correlations of the bond markets as shown in Fig. 1 . In contrast, the panel setup of the estimation aims to explain the comovements of assets based on fundamental economic indicators. The question that remains is to what extent is there still a change in how countries' situations were perceived after controlling for the actual situation?
In order to test whether the fundamental variables explain the larger part of the story we can proceed in two ways. One is to include additional variables that may proxy for such expectations. Some studies have used implied volatility measures, volatility indices and other variables that may be correlated with investors' perceptions and therefore could function as approximations to investors' expectations. The limitations of such variables are their sparse availability for the cross-section we study and such variables may be very well correlated with fundamentals, in particular those we may have omitted.
A second method is to include a dummy for the crisis period, like the studies that included a dummy for the period where the EMU started (Cappiello et al., 2006) . We allow this dummy to be interacted with each of the explanatory variables so we can capture the extent to which these variables changed their role in investors' behaviour. One could similarly split the sample in two sub-samples and estimate the regressions separately but the drawback of this procedure is that all parameters have to be estimated with half the observations. With the dummy procedure this loss is mitigated. The estimation equation becomes,
where d p are the coefficients on the independent variables interacted with the dummy variable, d t , and everything else defined as before. Also in this case we additionally estimate the model using the same IV strategy explained above.
The date of the structural break is based on the dynamic correlation series, such as those plotted in Fig. 1 . The break coincides with the start of financial crisis. It can be argued that the financial crisis was followed by a European debt crisis which may be dated to start around the first quarter of 2010. Although this may be true, it is interesting to see that the decrease in correlations in the European bond market started much earlier than 2010, although a negative spike in early 2010 is certainly visible in the plot. Secondly, we performed a test, based on the lm-statistic, to obtain the optimal date for the cross-section dummies, presented in web-appendix G . This test suggests different dates for each category, where most dates are between 2008 and early 2010. Regressions with a dummy equal to 1 for t ≥ 2010q1, presented in web-appendix G, do not indicate substantial qualitative differences relative to our benchmark results.
If a coefficient in d p is significant, then it indicates primarily that the role played by the respective variable has changed from one period to the next. Such a change can be explained in two ways: on the one hand it could represent a re-interpretation by investors of economic fundamentals; on the other hand, we could also observe a significant coefficient for a variable if there is a non-linear effect of the fundamental variable on the dynamic correlation as opposed to the linear form we model here. 29 More importantly, if there is no significant coefficient on the interaction dummy, then neither is the case.
Panel data results
We present the results divided by asset market category. For each category, we first briefly review the relevant literature and then present the results. Estimations, in every table, follow the same sequence of model specifications: 1) only pair fixed effect, 2) pair and time fixed effects, and 3) inclusion of crisis indicators; each using the IV strategy in addition to no IV. 30 We report the F-statistic on the excluded instruments of the first stage regression in the tables.
Standard errors are computed by bootstrap to account for the use of the estimated dependent variable and they are robust to heteroskedasticity, serial correlation and cross-section correlation in the errors. Note that for the explanatory variables, when concerning north and south, the southern country is the numerator for ratios and the first variable in differences. In case of within region estimation, the stock country is first. 31 29 For instance, debt can be at a stable difference for two countries. Small changes in this difference over time may covary slightly with the correlation of the two markets of such countries. During the crisis, one of the countries could face more fiscal problems than another, for example by having to bail out a larger bank, which adds to the deficit and enters the debt ratio. Subsequently, investors respond to these developments and correlation of the markets, between those two countries, stops or reverses. This means that during the crisis, a large effect on debt causes a large effect on the correlation, while there was no similar change in the ratio in the non-crisis period. The estimator will likely not distinguish between what is due to the oversized change in the fundamental and what is due to the supposed change in perception of the relevance of the ratio to investors. In conclusion, only if we assume that the size of the change in the ratios does not affect the marginal effect on correlation can we assume that a significant coefficient on the interaction variable indicates that the underlying ratios have regained (or lost) some relevance. 30 In web-appendices D, E and F we present panel estimations based on different underlying criteria of the DCC estimation, realised correlations and a joint system-estimation of all the six regressions respectively. All the results presented below are echoed in these alternative specifications. 31 For instance, for the case if between regions and a variable x for each country belonging to the S(outh) or the N(orth), rx = x S /x N , dx = x S − x N . In the case of within region but between two assets s(tock) and b(ond), rx = xs/x b , dx = xs − x b .
Bond market
The literature on the European bond market correlations is very modest while there is a vast production on the assessment of government bond spreads determinants. Spreads and correlation are indeed closely related as an increase in spreads normally determines a decrease in correlation. Even if the two variables are not the same measure, we refer to this literature as the benchmark for our estimation and comparison. Previous studies focused both on the effect of liquidity related factors on yields at high frequency data and the effect of credit risk based on macro-economic fundamentals at lower frequency. Codogno et al. (2003) study the determinants of EMU yield spreads on the period 1999-2002. With a dataset at a monthly frequency they find that differences in debt-to-GDP ratios have no significant effect on relative asset swap spreads when considered separately, but become significant when interacted with international risk variables. They find that international risk factors dominate liquidity risk factors and suggest that interest rate risk factors rather than debt-to-GDP affected yield differentials. Barrios et al. (2009) study the period between 2003 and 2009. Their empirical evidence highlights the importance of international factors, such as general risk perception, but also to a smaller extent domestic factors, such as a deteriorating financial outlook. More interestingly for the low-frequency case are the statistically significant coefficients of macro-economic fundamentals on the spread. Among others, fiscal conditions and the current account have a strong impact on government bond yield spreads. In particular fiscal balance and current account surpluses decrease the spread, while debt tends to increase it even if not in a linear way. 32 Using data from debt at-issuance, Schuknecht et al. (2010) find that yields increase with debt ratio and budget deficits, and that these factors also played a role before the crisis.
More recently de Grauwe and Ji (2012) highlight the role of changes in perception of default risk in the Euro-zone. They focus their analysis on two macro-economic variables: debt-to-GDP and current account. They find a significant and non-linear effect of debt on the spreads while they do not find any significant effect of the current account. Moreover, they find evidence of a structural break around the year 2008 with respect to debt-to-GDP and its non-linear effect.
For the choice of our variables we mainly focus on credit risk in order to determine the impact of macro-economic variables (as opposed to liquidity). Debt sustainability depends firstly on expected budget surpluses or deficits which is in turn determined by future economic activity and the interest rate. Secondly, the current account is a good indicator for measuring the overall asset position of the economy. The inflation differential could be expected to play a role when there are widely diverging regional prices. Table 1 presents the results with respect to the bond market correlation. Starting with the first column the correlation between bond markets seems to be determined by all the regressors except GDP growth. In particular a deterioration in the current account for a southern relative to a northern country decreases the correlation in line with the documented results on bond yield spreads, while an increase in southern inflation increases the correlation in the bond market. 33 Moreover, we see that relative financial uncertainty, as measured by the corresponding stock market volatility, decreases the correlation between the northern and southern bonds. Finally and intuitively, differences in sovereign debt between the regions decrease the correlations of bonds.
The other specifications show that only the debt and stock market volatility remain the most significant explanatory variables for the bond market correlations. Time fixed effects wipe out the effects of inflation and current account. The coefficients of the other variables are roughly halved while the standard errors remain roughly the same, making these coefficients fall out of the usual significance criteria. Only the coefficient on the policy rate changes in sign.
Additionally the GDP growth coefficient becomes significant with a negative sign indicating that an increase in the divergence in the growth rate of south GDP with respect to the norther one decreases the correlations.
Notice that the fall of the partial R 2 between columns (1-2) and (3-4) indicates that the time-fixed effects control substantially for unobserved effects that are correlated with the regressors. 34 The use of the instruments for the lagged dependent variables has substantial effects on the standard errors of the coefficients, more than on the size of the coefficients, although not for each variable. The instrumentation increases the value of the coefficients on the lagged-dependent variable. These two observations hold generally for the rest of the results. For this table on the bond market, the coefficient on the lagged-dependent variable actually becomes larger than one when time-fixed effects are excluded. This additionally underlines the importance of including the fixed effects to avoid incorrect inference.
If non-linear effects are present, as suggested by de Grauwe and Ji (2012) and Caggiano and Greco (2012), then allowing for different coefficients between the two periods for each variable could uncover non-linear or non-constant marginal effects. Column (5) shows that for debt there is no indication that there are such effects. Debt is still significant, although there is evidence of a change in its elasticity for the crisis period. The coefficient in fact is positive, indicating that the role of relative debt level might have decreased. In the same way the coefficient on volatility remains significant for the non-interacted variable showing an additional role of this variable from the crisis. The interaction of the ECB rate suggests that during the crisis period the role of monetary policy rate has decreased. In particular as the policy rate was lowered, the positive coefficient on the interaction indicates a negative effect during the crisis but a net positive effect for the correlations. Finally, we notice that the coefficient on the current account is negative and significant for the crisis period only. Since this term is most often negative, it suggests that the larger the differences between southern current accounts and northern current accounts, the higher the correlations between the two countries' bonds. This is one of the few coefficients that gives an indication that something changed between the two periods in terms of how a macroeconomic variable explains the development of a correlation. The crisis dummy itself indicates that the mean of the correlations decreased and appears to capture the largest part of the effect of the crisis. It captures the overall spread that appeared among the European bonds.
In the IV regression only GDP growth and the policy rate remain significant with the addition of the crisis dummy and the inflation differential during the crisis.
To summarise we find that debt, GDP growth, policy rate and uncertainty in the financial markets are consistent explanatory variables for the comovement of the bond market prices. Current account and inflation appear marginally related to the comovements of bonds.
Stock market
The literature on the comovements of European stock markets focused primarily on the determinants of integration after the introduction of the EMU. The attention has been devoted to evaluating the impact of exchange rates as the main driver of stock market comovements. In addition, various variables have been proposed as alternative drivers, especially those related to real economic convergence and monetary policy criteria. The idea is that asset returns reflect the business cycle to a certain extent. Having more synchronous business cycle means being more interdependent and prone to common shocks. From here studies address how shocks can be transmitted through economic variables, e.g. convergence in trade, dividend yields, GDP growth, interest and inflation rates. Fratzscher (2002) found that the reduction in exchange rate volatilities and the convergence in GDP growth and monetary policy (correlation of inflation) resulted in Euro-area equity market integration. Hardouvelis et al. (2006) consider the process of EMU integration over the period 1992-1998 with a focus on currency risk. They find that both forward interest rate differentials and inflation differentials are statistically significant determinants of the degree of stock market integration in the Euro-zone. Interestingly, they find that in 1994, a period they characterise as determined by pessimism in Europe and a sharp increase in the global bond yields, the degree of integration reduced. Concerns about the ability of highly indebted governments to control budget deficits led to a widening in the interest rate spreads among European countries and a reduction in integration. Kim et al. (2005) considered the period 1989-2003, before and after the introduction of the common currency. They find that increasing stock market comovements can be explained with the overall macro-economic convergence process associated with the introduction of the Euro rather than the specific effects of the elimination of foreign exchange rate risk due to the currency unification. Among others, GDP growth and stock market capitalisation to GDP ratio were the main drivers of stock market convergence. Table 2 presents our results for the stock market. When only pair fixed effects are considered, the key determinants of the stock market correlation seem to be differentials in inflation (in line with Hardouvelis et al., 2006) and relative uncertainty, differentials in debt and in the current account. When we introduce time-fixed effects, GDP growth and policy rate also become significant. The signs on relative debt, current account balance and growth are opposite to what was found for the bond market. The higher the relative degree of inflation and volatility in the stock market the lower the correlation between the two areas.
The bigger the current account imbalance the more southern and northern stock markets are correlated. This seems a counterintuitive result at first. A possible explanation could be that government expenditures in the south stimulated demand allowing for private sector convergence with the north. This explanation is supported by the positive effect of relative debt on this correlation.
Hence, while this government policy causes a major repricing of bonds, it helps the development of the two areas, increasing the correlation in the stock market. Also the GDP coefficient could be puzzling at first analysis, since increased differential in GDP growth increases correlations. This result can be interpreted in the same light as a catching-up effect of the southern countries with the northern ones.
The IV specification results in increased standard errors which make the coefficient on relative debt statistically insignificant at the usual levels.
Looking at the differentiated coefficients for the crisis period, it appears that the effect of the ECB rate falls majorly during the crisis, while the other variables are not affected in the same way. The policy rate shows a significant negative coefficient for the second period, which stands in contrast with the positive coefficients in the bond market case. Using the same reasoning as before implies that the decreasing rates in the crisis period increased the comovements in the stock market. Finally, we find that GDP growth and stock market volatility became a stronger determinant during the crisis. In contrast, the relative effect of volatility becomes stronger, roughly doubling the effect on correlation in the crisis period. The crisis dummy itself indicates that the mean of the correlations increased and appears to capture the largest part of the effect of the crisis.
Bond-stock correlation
Theoretical models, belonging to the bond-stock literature, point out that factors that affect the payments of stocks and bonds differ. While both stock and bond prices are the discounted sums of their future cash flows, bonds earn a fixed nominal cash flow while stocks' cash flows are an infinite stream of uncertain dividends. Therefore, these models predict that changes in factors that affect the discount rates are likely to increase the bond-stock correlation while asymmetric shocks in other dimensions tend to decrease it (Campbell and Ammer, 1993; Christiansen, 2010; Ilmanen, 2003; Li, 2002) . Empirical studies that use these predictions tested them for within-country correlations only. 35 There are two sets of determinants to take into account. The first category includes real interest rate changes, monetary policy, and expected inflation. The second category includes unexpected inflation, economic growth and uncertainty measures such as stock market volatility. While expected inflation is already priced in the discount factors of both assets, unexpected inflation can hamper the asset that pays a predetermined amount. Similarly, expectations of strong GDP growth can help stocks and hurt bonds. On the contrary, in periods of high volatility in the equity market, stocks perform badly while bonds are less affected. Furthermore, one can observe flight-to-quality dynamics from the equity market into the sovereign bond market. Hence the main drivers of periods of low correlation in bond-stock returns have been suggested to be unexpected inflation and stock market uncertainty. Ilmanen (2003) suggests that stock-bond correlation is at its lowest when equities are weak and volatility is high (i.e. flightto-quality behaviour) but also when inflation and growth are low. Li (2002) presents results based on an asset pricing model that includes inflation expectations next to the previously noted determinants. Kim et al. (2006) -focusing specifically on the process of integration of European stocks and bonds between 1994 and 2003 -find that real economic integration and the absence of currency risk lead to increased comovements. However, monetary policy convergence may have created uncertainty about the economic future of the European Monetary Union and consequently decreased comovements. Andersson et al. (2008) study the US and Germany. For both markets they find evidence of a negative effect of stock market volatility on the stock-bond relation and a positive effect of expected inflation. They find that GDP growth has a negative impact but is not always statistically significant.
Tables 3 and 4 present, respectively, the stock-bond relation in the northern and southern regions. As we are considering the within region markets we should pay attention to the interpretation of the results. The relative variables are now referring to differences within one region. For this reason we exclude six pairs for the north and five for the south, namely those that refer to correlations of stocks and bonds within the same country.
In the northern region the correlation between stock and bond markets seems to be determined uniquely by the policy rate, inflation and volatility. While the policy rate and inflation are in line with the literature, the sign of relative volatility is counterintuitive. These results are constant among the different specifications although the IV procedure appears to diminish most of the effects. The crisis dummy itself indicates that the mean of the correlations decreased. Among the six models that we present, this model is the one that has the greatest difficulties in finding intuitive and significant determinants.
The southern correlation, Table 4 , delivers better results when pair fixed effects are included . The bond-stock correlation is expectedly decreased by the interest rate and additionally by debt, inflation and stock market volatility when we control for pair and time-fixed effects. Relative changes in the debt positions, inflation as well as stock market uncertainty in the southern countries lead to a flight-to-quality within the same region. Heterogeneity in the level of debt-to-GDP leads to a decrease in the stock-bond correlation in the region. The addition of crisis indicators does not alter the main regression as only the crisis dummy has a positive impact on the correlations. All the determinants for southern regions are in line with theoretical predictions and the findings of the previous literature. The fact that the model behaves better for the within-region case of the south compared to the north may be explained by the relative degree of heterogeneity in the south relative to that among the northern countries. As noted before, pooling southern countries together may obscure a relative high degree of heterogeneity among them, while in pooling countries in the north this is much less the case. However, we can also find an indication for increased heterogeneity within the northern region. For instance the combined coefficients for debt in Table 3 column 5 (−0.1802 + 0.098), roughly equal the coefficient found for debt in Table 4 column 5 (−0.1015). Table 5 presents the case of North bond-South stock (Nb-Ss). The Nb-Ss estimation confirms the previous literature's results with respect to inflation, volatility, GDP growth and policy interest rate. An increase in the relative debt is related to the reduction of correlation, confirming flight-to-quality dynamics. Once we control for time and pair fixed effects the coefficients on fiscal measure lose significance whereas inflation becomes an important driver. While controlling for the crisis period we see that the effect of inflation is amplified whereas the one of volatility is reduced. The crisis-dummy indicates that there was a shift downward of the mean of the correlation.
In the North-stock and South-bond case (Ns-Sb, Table 6 ) an increase in the relative volatility makes southern bonds co-move more closely with northern stocks. The effect of the interest rate is in line with the prediction of theoretical models. An increase in debt in the south reduces the correlations when we control for time fixed effects. Controlling for the crisis shows that the impact of volatility and the interest rate becomes stronger during the crisis and the one of debt is instead reduced. The crisis dummy is also significantly positive for this category.
A comparison of Table 5 with Table 6 shows how the same macro-economic variables had a differentiated impact on the two categories: stock market uncertainty worked as a hedge in the first category while increased the correlation for the second; GDP growth differentials worked in line with the literature for the first whereas there is no effect for the second. We can conclude that, looking at all the categories considered, the results suggest quite clearly the relevance of macroeconomic variables in explaining a significant portion of the international financial market correlations in the Euro-zone. For instance, the outcome of the previous tables indicates that debt dynamics impact both on the private and public sectors, with an opposite sign, as well as on the different geographical markets. The results indicate that an increase in the southern debt decreases the correlation between the northern and southern bond markets (Table 1) while increasing the stock market correlation (Table 2) . Moreover, it decreases the correlation between northern stocks and southern bonds (Table 6 ). These results suggest that a debt increase in the south did not change the pattern of the correlation in a way that is counter to European financial homogenisation, except in the bond market where we observe that increase of debt level affects negatively the correlation between the two regions.
A similar result holds for an increase in GDP growth differentials that seems to have the effect of decreasing the correlations in the sovereign bond markets (Table 1 ) while increasing the one on the stock market (Table 2) . We interpret this result as a catching up effect of southern GDP growth with respect to the northern one. If European countries in the Euro-zone converge, the south must have, on average, a higher GDP per capita growth rate than the north. Such favourable economic performance should lead to further integration on the stock market. Furthermore, current account imbalances seem a primary factor for the correlations in the stock market (Table 2 ) . A worsening of the current account for the south vis-à-vis the north increases the stock market correlation and the bond market correlations since the crisis.
Stock market volatility decreases the correlation between northern and southern stocks ( Table 2 ) logically but also decreases correlation between the bond markets in the two regions (Table 1 ) and appears to make southern bonds move more like northern stocks (Table 6 ). Hereby we have also shown the relevance of a more general and joint-analysis of European financial markets. Instead of a strict focus on one market, and looking for the roles of specific financial variables, we are able to provide evidence of the determinants of standard macro-economic variables across the different markets. 36 The risk of an analysis on a single market is that it may deliver a partial view of the Euro-zone asset markets and in particular of the impact that macro-economic variables have on them. The results also indicate that controlling for time-fixed effects can have important implications on inference. Some coefficients lose statistically significance, while others gain significance when time-fixed effects are included. 37 Moreover, the hypothesis that there was a revaluation of macro-economic fundamentals or a non-linear effect in their developments that caused the disintegration of markets between northern and southern Euro-zone is not strongly supported by any of the tables. Admittedly, there is a general downward shift in the correlations as given by the coefficient on the crisis period dummy. However, there is no model where the dummy variable indicates a significant and consistent change in the role played by the macro-economic variables. In contrast, many of the coefficients on the interaction variables indicate that the net effect has decreased in an absolute sense, while most of these coefficients are insignificant. The occasional significant sign does not provide strong enough evidence to attribute this to the change in the role played by the underlying variable. The only exception to this conclusion is the policy rate, which is consistently significant across the different markets. The robustness check in web-appendix G, where the crisis is specified as starting in the first quarter of 2010, does not change these conclusions. 36 Using the joint-estimation results of web-appendix F we can test the joint-significance of individual regressors across the 6 equations. Using the estimation with bootstrapped standard errors, the result indicates that all coefficients indicate strong evidence again the corresponding null-hypothesis. 37 We not separately experimented with the exclusion of pair fixed effects. These results are partly in contrast to what has been reported in some research (for instance Caggiano and Greco, 2012) . This difference can to some extent be explained by the setup of our estimations. We focused squarely on medium and longterm developments using broad macro-economic indicators as opposed to specialised macro-financial indicators. Secondly, our pairwise panel setup allows for the control of many unobserved effects. Moreover, we did not allow for contemporaneous effects, but estimated the effect of the independent variables with a one quarter lag in order to forgo the risk of reverse causality. Therefore, the results we find in our paper may be interpreted as the equilibrium marginal effects of the regressors, rather than indicators of news-shocks. Thirdly, since we use all pairwise combinations, as opposed to using a single benchmark market (e.g. Germany or the US), we can interpret our results as neutral to a particular benchmark and instead as fundamental drivers within the Euro-zone.
Conclusion
Since the spreading of the financial turmoil and the sovereign debt crisis in the Euro-zone, it has been clear that European countries ceased to behave uniformly triggering concerns about the preservation of the single currency. In order to understand what occurred in the financial markets we proposed to analyse these markets in a multi-dimensional fashion. We did this by looking simultaneously at all correlations for two regions and two asset markets. The focus on northern countries and southern countries as two different regions worked well to visualise the divergence in the Euro-zone and subsequently explain the underlying determinants of such divergence.
The comparison of the conditional correlations of the between-regions and between-assets shows how, after 2008, there was a change in the dynamics not only in the southern area stock-bond market but also at the cross regional level. What used to be considered a safe asset (southern bond) started to co-move with the deemed risky northern one. The safe asset in the "risky" area became more correlated with the risky asset in the "safe" area as well as with stocks in the south. In contrast, the dynamics on the stock market did not show any fall in correlation apart from a short-term and relatively minor drop between 2010 and 2011.
We presented cross-country panel regressions to find the determinants of the international dynamic correlations. By using all possible pairs of countries for each correlation category, and in particular the heterogeneity in the macro-economic fundamentals, we obtained a fairly robust inference of what might be the fundamental economic determinants that drive the correlations over time for our sample. The panel estimations of assets' correlations between countries also allowed to introduce variables that highlighted differences between those countries.
We find as main determinants for the overall set of equations: relative stock market volatility, debt and current account, growth, inflation differentials and monetary policy. Not all of these factors are important for each regression however. The results are mostly consistent with the theory for individual markets when available. Additionally, debt and current account have not been considered in the literature for all of the correlations we study, such as for the international stock market correlations. The inflation, volatility, policy rate and economic growth variables have been tried in the literature with mixed results.
We find that the correlation between bond markets seems to be mostly determined by differences in debt levels and stock market volatility, our measure of financial uncertainty. The correlations of stocks and bonds between regions behave as expected by theory of cash flow determinants on the one hand, and by macro-economic fundamentals that indicate relative economic performance between countries on the other hand. So, while inflation, stock market volatility, economic growth and policy rate have the correct signs according to theory, we find an additional significant impact for the current account in some of the specifications and for debt only when considering the southern region. Finally, the correlation of the stock markets between north and south ismostly affected by current account and economic growth on top of stock market volatility, and to a lesser extent by differences in debt levels.
Although we looked at the original Euro-zone countries, the results do have implications for new and future member states. For instance, our results indicate a trade-off of using unfunded government spending for private sector stimulants at the risk of bond-market disintegration. Similarly, economic growth proves to be a major driver behind financial integration. Current account dynamics, recently highlighted as fundamentally important within Europe, prove to have its effects on financial markets as well. Future research might look more specifically at an expanded set of countries including new Euro-zone members and those European countries outside the Euro-zone in order to evaluate the role of fundamentals as countries join the monetary union or are otherwise strongly economically and politically dependent on it. Future research could also expand on the determinants, looking more closely at financial variables, as well as on the methodology used to analyse correlations in order to investigate jointly the non-linear dependence structure of multiple asset classes.
Many studies have doubted the robustness of the union, nevertheless the general perspective was that over time, the EU would develop as an ever integrating set of markets. We find that there is a mixed picture. Our results do not indicate that European financial integration is fundamentally hampered by the macro-economic differences. These differences do affect the integration, but not in ways that would be irreversible, meaning that as long as the economies strive to grow and do so on sound macro-economic foundations, then this will be reflected in their financial markets. At the moment, when we allow for regional division, not only cross-asset correlations within regions behave differently, but also the variation of cross-assets cross-regions dynamics can be explained with macro-economic factors such as the relative uncertainty between countries and balance of payments dynamics. We do not find such effects when we look at each region separately, which shows that Europe indeed is still a tale of two regions.
